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Let : bc a non-expanding map which admits a u-finite, absolutely continuous 
invariant measure ,u. The measure ,uI, is approximated as closely as desired by a 
measure p, invariant under the transformation r, satisfying inf, 1 r;(x)] > 1. The 
orbit ‘<i(. 0 “exhibits” ~1, much more quickly than does the orbit {r’(x)},< ,,. 
Let T be a transformation from (0, I 1 into (0, 11 which is piecewise C2 and 
satisfies inf I?(x)1 > 1. In [4 1, it is shown that r admits a finite, absolutely 
continuous invariant measure ,u. The density of p is a fixed point of the 
Frobenius-Perron operator P,: ;C; + 2; defined by 
where Y, is the space of integrable functions on 10, 11. In general, finding the 
fixed points of P, involves solving a set of complicated functional equations 
for which analytic methods are of little avail. In light of the Birkhoff Ergodic 
Theorem, knowledge of the fixed points of P, is of considerable importance. 
In [ 1 I, Li addressed himself to the problem of approximating the fixed point 
of p,, where 7 is ergodic, by the fixed points of tractable operators. He 
tacitly constructed a sequence of piecewise monotonic transformations { r, } 
whose Frobenius-Perron operators {P,] can be represented by matrices 
when acting on piecewise constant functions, and such that the fixed points 
{f,} of (P,) converge to the lixed point f * (2 < of P,. Thus f * can be 
approximated in the Y,;-sense by a step function f, which is the density of 
the measure invariant under 7,. 
The method of [ 11, however, cannot be extended to transformations which 
have slope equal to 1 at fixed points. Such maps, referred to as nonex- 
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panding maps, have recently been show 12,5 1 to admit a-finite, absolutely 
continuous invariant measures ,u. Of course, it makes little sense to approx- 
imate such measures with finite measures. Furthermore, the Birkhoff Ergodic 
Theorem does not apply to such maps. Nevertheless, one might want to use a 
non-expanding map r in the hope that the orbit {r’(~)}./~(, will exhibit the 
measure ,uA = P In, where A is a set on which ,u is finite. As we shall see, the 
first return map plays a key role in such a consideration. 
There is one major difficulty: the orbits of a non-expanding map spend 
“most” of their time near the fixed points that have slope equal to 1. Hence 
it is only when the orbit leaves neighbourhoods of these points and enters the 
set A that it can hope to exhibit p,, . Unfortunately, one may have to wait a 
long time indeed before these relatively infrequent visits to A generate 
enough data to yield useful information about ,D,, .
In this note, we approximate a non-expanding transformation r by 
expanding transformations {r, } whose ergodic measure (fin 1, when restricted 
to A, approach p,,, . Thus, since inf is;(x)1 > 1, the orbits {r$)},?, will visit 
A much more frequently than does {ti(x)},~~,,. Hence, the measure ~1,~ (as 
approximated by ,uni,,,) will be exhibited much faster by the orbits of 7, than 
by those of r. 
2. FIRST RETURN MAPS FOR NON-EXPANDING MAPS 
There are numerous examples of transformations which are not expanding 
but which admit an absolutely continuous invariant measure [2, 3, 5, 61. In 
121, sufficient conditions are given which ensure that a non-expanding map 
admits an absolutely continuous invariant measure. As it turns out, this 
measure must be o-finite. To establish this result. the first return map plays a 
key role. 
Let r be a transformation admitting the invariant measure ,K Then for any 
set A, p(A) > 0, the first return map R,4(x) is defined by r”(X)(x), where n(x) 
is the smallest positive integer n such that ?(x) E A. Let pq be the restriction 
of p to the set A. Then R,(X) has the following two properties [ 2 1: 
(i) If p is invariant under r, then pu, is invariant under R,. 
(ii) If pu, is invariant under R,, then pA can be extended to a measure 
,D invariant under r. 
DEFINITION 1. By a countable partition of 10, 11 we mean a sequence of 
intervals (Ik} such that IJJ, = [0, l] and I,n !i = 0 if i#j. 
DEFINITION 2. We say 5: [0, 1 ] + [0, 11 is countably piecewise C’ if 
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(i) there exists a countable partition {Ik} of 10. 11 such that T),, is a 
C’ function. 
(ii) V,,,.,, (l/ls’l) < co. where V, denotes the variation over the set B. 
DEFINITION 3. We say r has finite image with respect to the partition 
( Jk } if in the collection (r(l,) 1 there are only finitely many different intervals. 
DEFINITION 4. Let r: IO, 11 -P 10, 11 be countably piecewise C’. Let (fk/ 
be the partition relative to r and let N be the set of endpoints of the partition 
(I, 1. The map r is said to be Markov if r(N) c N and there exist one integer 
fi such that r’(Z,) = 10, 1 1 for all k. 
The following results are proved in 12 I: 
THEOREM 1. Let 5: IO, 1 I -+ 10, I] b e countably piecewise C’ with finite 
image. Assume 1 t'(x)1 >, 1 > 1. where s’(x) is deJined. Then there exists an 
absolutely continuous invariant measure. 
COROLLARY. lf in Theorem 1, we assume (i) 7 is Markov. (ii) 
1 t”/(r’)*I < co wherever 7' and r” are deflned, and (iii) Ir'(x)l > A > 1; then 
the measure invariant under r is unique and its density is bounded away 
from 0. 
DEFINITION 5. Let K’ denote the class of non-expanding maps r from 
IO, 1 I into IO. 1 I defined by the following three conditions: 
(i) r is countably piecewise C’ with finite image. 
(ii) Let Y,. V, ,..., V, be neighbourhoods of the fixed points 
x, 1 x2 ,..., x, such that I?(x)1 decreases monotonically to 1 as x E Vi goes to 
xi. 
(iii) Ir'(x)l >13 > 1 for xE IO, 1 I - Uy , V,. 
Using Theorem 1 for the first return maps R, = R,” of the transformation 
r E V, A, T IO, 1 1, the following result is established in 121. 
THEOREM 2. Let 7E %'. Then r admits an absolutely continuous 
invariant measure which is necessarily o-finite. 
Let us assume that r E ‘X’ is ergodic. Since the measure ,u invariant under r 
is o-finite, it is not clear how to approximate ,u in a meaningful way. Let us 
consider a set F c IO, 1 1 - Uy.. , Vi. Since 7 is ergodic so is R = R, , the first 
return map of T to the set E. But R admits the measure P, with is finite. 
Hence the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem applies to R, i.e., the orbit 
9 = (R’(x) tj”-, “exhibits” pK. 
There is an important drawback in this: since r has slope equal to 1 at the 
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fixed points x, ,..., n, x the orbit 9 will spend most of its time near these fixed 
points and only rarely visit the set E. Thus, one may have to wait a long 
time for .1 to exhibit ,u,. The purpose of this note is to present a method for 
speeding up this process. 
To that end, we approximate r E Q? by a transformation r,,, close to r, and 
satisfying inf ] r’,(x)] > 1 where the derivative exists. We shall see that the first 
return map R, = R,,, of r, to the set E is close to R = R,. Furthermore the 
measure Pi,, , invariant under R,, is close to ,u,. Clearly, since 
inf Is;(x)] > 1, the orbit ,A, (t’,(x)]J’YO will visit the set E much more 
frequently than will the orbit 9. Thus 9,, will exhibit ,ul- z Us,,, much more 
quickly than will .Y. 
In Section 3. we shall content ourselves with considering a specific r E w  
first introduced in 141. The method of analysis can be readily generalized to 
other r’s in w. In Section 4, numerical evidence is presented confirming the 
significant difference in the number of visits to a set E by ,‘X,, and .&?. 
3. APPROXIMATION 
Let 
5(x) = r,(x) =x/(1 -x), XE [O,f], 
= Q(X) = 2x - 1, x E [i, 11. 
This transformation is introduced in [4] as an example proving the necessity 
of the assumption inf ] r’(x)] > 1 for the existence of a finite, absolutely 
continuous measure invariant under 7. In [2], it is shown that r E % (the 
fixed point 0 has slope equal to 1). Hence, by Theorem 2, r admits an 
absolutely continuous measure ,U invariant under 7. Since r is Markov, the 
corollary of Theorem 1 shows that 7 is also ergodic. 
Let y be a non-singular map from 10, 1 ] into [0, 11. Define the 
Frobenius-Perron operator P,: r/: -t 9; by 
For r, P= P, may be written explicitly [4] as 
w-)(x) = (1 + x)’ ‘/(&) +;,(;,g. (1) 
It can easily be verified that S(x) = l/x satisfies the functional equation (1). 
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Thus, the ergodic measure invariant under r is given by 
where A is any measurable set in 10, 1 I. 
Let I’, = 10,6) be a neighbourhood of the fixed point 0, and let 
E = 1 l/l. 11, where 12 2 is fixed and l/l > 6. To determine the first return 
map R = R,,, to the set E, we define the following set of numbers: 
4’0 = l/l. ym*, = 5; ‘(Yrn)? x, = 52 ‘(y,). 
Then R is given by 12 I 
=r In * ‘(x), XE (x,,,x, .,I> 
where r; ’ (l/1)=(/+ 1)/21. It can be shown that r”‘+‘(x,,x,-,I= 
(l/1. r( l//)1. Hence R has finite image. 
LEMMA 1. J’,~ = l/(m + I) and x,,, = (WI + I + 1)/(2(m + i)). 
Proof. By induction. Clearly )I, = 5, ‘(l/1) = l/(1 + I). Assume 
r, “(l/1) = l/(m + /). Then r, lrn ’ I)( l/1) = 5; ‘( l/(m + I)) = l/(m + I + 1). 
Thus, J,,, = r “(l/1) = l/(m + I). Since x, = r; ‘( l/(m + I)), x,~ = 
(m+I+l)/2(mtI). Q.E.D. 
Let us approximate r(x) by the sequence of transformations is,, 1 defined 
by 
r,(x) = Q,(x). XE lo.;], 
= rz(x), x E (f. 11, 
where 
o,,(x) = ---!L 
1 
1- ljn’ 
XE o,- ) [ 1 n 
X 1 1 
=-j-Y-y’ XE ( --. n’2 1 
Let R,(x) = R,“,(x) be the first return map of r, to the interval E. Define the 
following set of’numbers for each n > I: 
y;;= l/l, YZ,, =@, ‘(YS xi = r; ‘(y:). 
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Clearly J$, is equal to y, for all m such that 
‘ln 1 -= 
yt > 1 - l/n n-l’ 
For x < l/(n - 1). 
and d,, “(x) = ( 1 - $ ’ x. 
Now, let M,, be the smallest integer j such that uj < l/(n - 1), i.e., 
l/(j + 1) < l/(n - 1). Clearly M, = n - I - 1. For j > M,, t, must be 
replaced by @,, . Thus, for m = n - I - I + k, k > 1, 
(by Lemma 1). 
Thus, 
and 
y,, = (1 - l/n)” = (‘- l/n)” ‘n+‘+’ 
m 
(n- 1) (n- 1) 
1 (1- l/n)m-n+‘+’ x:=r,‘(y;)=2+ 
2(n-1) * 
Thus, the return map R,(x) is given by 
R,(x) = r(x). x+;]u[T;‘(+], 
=rm+w, XE ;(y++/)‘, 2,m,:! l)] 9 ( m<n-1, 
= r; + '(x), XE (x;,x;-,I, m>n-1. 
LEMMA 2. llRn-R1l,~Oasn~~,whereII II,isrhe~-norm. 
Proof: R and R, differ only on the set B, = (4, (n + 1)/2n]. Thus 
I(B,) = 1/2n, where 1 denotes the Lebesgue measure on [O, 11. Since 
I R(x) - R,,(x)1 < 1 for all n, it follows that 
as n+oo. Q.E.D. 
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Let the set of points ( l/l. !, (x,). rI ‘(l/1)} define the partition {Ii). The 
Frobenius-Perron operator of R. P = Px. is given by 
(pf)(x) = X f(WiCx)) I YiCx)l XiCx)v (2) 
where vi = Rl;i ‘, xi is the characteristic function of the set R(Zi), and 
f EL//;. 
For each n, the set of points {l/1, i, (xi), r2 ‘(l/1)1 defines the partition 
(fy }. With respect to this partition, the Frobenius-Perron operator of R,, is 
given by 
where @‘R;’ IG and xi”’ is the characteristic function of the set R,,(Iy). 
LEMMA 3. :I Pndf) - WY, + 0 asn+oojioreachfE2;. 
Proof: It sufftces to prove the statement for f continuous. We recall that 
R, #R only on the set B,. Let J,={iIlinB,#O} and K,= 
(i: Ij”) r‘l B, # 0). Then it follows from (2) and (3) that 
IPflf(x) - pf(x>l & 1 Cl(x) + x Ci(x), (4) 
iEKn id,, 
where C:(X) = I f(~]“‘(x))l I VI:“’ (x)1 and C,(x) = I f( vi(x))1 I w:(x)/. Thus 
IIPJ - 011, < 1 i C(x) dx + i& ji, ci(x) ho (5) 
i E K n - E 
Since I&I > c, > 0 Vi, IR,l;i> c, > 0 Vn > some n, and Vi, it follows that 
I#/ < l/c, Vi, and I wi”“l< l/c, Vn > n, and Vi. Since f is continuous, 
F = SUP,,~ f (x) < co. Thus, it follows from (5) that 
asn--+ao. Q.E.D. 
Let y be an ergodic transformation. Then, the operator QV: Yi + 9; , 
defined by 
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gives the density of the unique y-invariant measure. Since r is ergodic and 
since r differs from r, only on B,, where r, is strictly increasing, it follows 
that r, is also ergodic. Hence QJ = QJ and Q,f = QJ consists of one 
function each for all f in -r/‘;. 
LEMMA 4. For any f E Y,, there exists a constant G such that 
Proof. We begin by making two observations. 
(A) 3M > 1 such that 1 Rf’1 > l/p > 6 Vn > N, where N is some integer 
sufficiently larger. 
(B) Vlli,,,, (l/lR;l) (K Vn > N. This follows from the remarks 
preceding Theorem 3 in [2) in view of 
(i) Ir~l/1t~12<2 Vn>N and 
(4 inf,xL,,z .,) Irk( > 1 > 1 Vn > N and Vm. 
Let S, = R,y. Using (A) and (B), the proof of Theorem 1 in [2] establishes 
lim sup V p’,, f < H 
i-cc B 
Vn >/ N, where N is a constant. From this, it follows (see the proof of 
Theorem 1 in 141) that there exists a constant G such that 
for all n > N, where P, is, as we recall, the Frobenius-Perron operator of 
R, . From this it follows directly as in the final steps of the proof of Theorem 
1 in [ 4 ] that Vk, 
VQkf<G. Q.E.D. 
E 
THEOREM 3. ilQkf -Qfll,-+oask-+~. 
Proof: To show that llQk f - (I'll, + 0, it suffices to prove that every 
subsequence of {Qk f) has a subsequence convergent to QF in Y<. Let 
(Qk, f } be a subsequence of { Qkf }. From Lemma 4 and Helly’s theorem, 
there exists a subsequence {fk}, fk = Qkf, of (Qk, f) such that 
Ilfk- gll, -ro (6) 
as k + 03. Now, 
SincejJP,II,<l Vk,J(J;- gl(,-,Oask-,coand/IP,g-Pgll-,Oask~co 
by Lemma 3: it follows that 
IIPkfk - @II, + 0 (7) 
as k+ co. Since fk = Qkf, fk = P, fk a.e. by the Kakutani-Yoshida 
Theorem. Hence 
The first term goes to 0 by (7), the second by virue offk = P, fk a.e., and the 
third by (6). Thus. we have 
Pg = g a.e. 
and g is the density of the unique measure invariant under R, P being the 
Frobenius-Perron operator of R. Hence m = g and we have shown that 
IIQkf -WI,-0 
as k + co. i.e., the density of the measure invariant under R, approaches the 
density of the measure invariant under R in the r/, sense. Q.E.D. 
From [ 2 1, we know that p Ic can be extended to the a-finite measure p 
invariant under r as E ? 10, 11. Hence pnlE,, where pu, is the measure 
invariant under R, and E, = [I//. 11, approaches p as I and n + co, I < n. 
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Let n = 10. Then 
r,o(x) =x/0.9, x E [O, 0.11, 
=x/(1 -x), XE (0.1, f], 
=2x- 1, XE (f, 11, 
is an approximation to r(x). Let E = Ii, 1.01, and let x = 0.0270076 be a 
starting point for the orbits .5@ = {r’(x))f”i and %W,, = {~O(x)}~?,. Then .!$ 
visits E 21,426 times and A%?,,, visits E 69,795 times. Hence, it is clear that 
,‘&,,, exhibits the measure p,,, invariant under t,,, much more quickly than .y 
exhibits the measure p invariant under r. By virtue of Theorem 3, we know 
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FIGURE 2 
that the density of p,, and p are close in the Y, sense. This is confirmed by 
Figs. 1 and 2, from which it can also be verified that the densities are 
uniformly close to l/x on E. 
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